
Grammar
• Insert brackets into these sentences

1) The boy who was crying ran furiously towards the crowd.

2) The teacher yelled at his class which were laughing to his dismay.

3) He finally answered after taking five minutes to think that he did not understand the 
question.

• What are the brackets doing in these sentences?



Grammar
• Insert brackets into these sentences

1) Mount Everest is the tallest mountain in the world (8,848 metres).

2) On July 20th 1969, NASA (National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration) landed the Apollo 11 on the moon.

3) World War 1 was fought between The Allies (Britain, France and 
Russia) and The Central Powers (Austro-Hungary, Germany and the 
Ottoman Empire).

• What are the brackets doing in each of  these sentences?



Year 6 - Biographies
Amelia Earhart



What can you 
deduce from 

this illustration?



Reading – Reading Detective (8vii)

•I can use PEE (Point, Evidence, Explain) 
to support predictions and inferences.



Retrieval
1. How old was Nancy Wake when she left Australia?

2. Why did Nancy Wake want to stop the Nazi party?

3. Who did Nancy help escape back to Britain?

4. Why was she called ‘The White Mouse’? 

5. How did Nancy show that she was a great leader?

6. What does liberated mean?



Deduction & Inference
1. (I) What does the ‘French Resistance’ tell you about 

what was happening in France at that time?

2. (D) Why did The British pilots need fake identity 
papers?

3. (I) What does ‘exceptional coolness’ tell us about 
Nancy?



Success 
Criteria

Some will even be able to create an idea of  
the skills Nancy Wake had as a leader

Some will be able to answer deduction and 
inference questions about Nancy Wake.

Most will be able to answer retrieval 
questions about Nancy Wake

All will be able to identify key features of  a 
biography


